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Isometric Embedding in Ip-spaces
KEITH BALL
We prove that every n-point subset of lp (l,.;;p,.;; oo) embeds isometrically into 1';, where
m =!n(n -1), and that for l,.;;p <2 this result is essentially best possible.
1. INfRODucnoN
Several recent papers have dealt with the problem of obtaining nearly isometric
embeddings of metric spaces into low dimensional L-spaces. Johnson and Schechtman
[8], consider embeddings of 1';: into II and in [7], Johnson and Lindenstrauss prove a
result on nearly isometric embeddings of finite subsets of Euclidean spaces, into low
dimensional Euclidean spaces. Holsztynski [6], and Witsenhausen [10], considered a
similar question, in"leo and II (respectively), but for isometric embeddings instead of
nearly isometric ones . We shall consider this question for general p, namely: For
1~ p ~ 00 , n E ~ , what is the least integer, m, such that any n-point subset of an
Lp-space (or equivalently of Ip) can be isometrically embedded in I';:? Denote this m by
mp(n).
It is trivial that min) = n - 1 for all n and well known that m",(n) ~ n - 1. For the
latter , observe that if ({Xl' ... ,xn } , d) is an n-point metric space, then the map
X;- (d(x;, Xl), ... , d(x;, xn - l»
is an isometric embedding into n:: We may also see that ml(n)~n! since given
Xl> ••• ,Xn in an Lrspace, we may contract to a single dimension, each set in the
measure space on which the functions representing Xl' ... , Xn have a fixed order. For
general p it is not immediate that mp(n) is finite.
Witsenhausen proved that
and Holsztynski that
for n ~4.
We shall prove that,
for all p and n
and demonstrate that for 1~P < 2, this upper bound gives the correct rate of growth
of mp(n) as n_ oo• While initially it would seem .that the main problem is to obtain a
good upper bound on mp(n), in fact the one above is relatively straightforward and
considerably more effort is needed to provide a lower bound of the same order of
magnitude. In Sections 3 and 4 we obtain the following lower bounds:
( n -1)mp(n)~ 2 '
( n -2)ml(n) ~ 2 '
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for 1< P < 2, n ~ 3;
for n ~4.
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In Section 5, we discuss the function m",,(n), where the problem is rather different in
character, and show that m",,(n) =n - o(n).
We have been unable to determine the correct rate of growth of mp(n) for 2 < p < 00;
it seems possible that mp(n) = O(n) for this range of p; it is easy to see that
mp(n) #: o(n) by considering the set {a, ±el> ±ez, ... , ±ed in l~, where e, is the ith
unit vector, which cannot be embedded in fewer than k dimensions.
Most of the results in Sections 2, 3 and 4 will be obtained by regarding an n-point
family X = (Xi)l c: Lp(lJ) as a vector whose components are the pth powers of the
distances Ilxi - xjll (1"';;; i <j"';;; n) between elements of X. We shall require some
notation.
For n E I\J, n > 2 and m = !n(n - 1), regard m-dimensional Euclidean space ~m, as
given by coordinates:
(OlZ' On, ... , On-1.n)
i.e. indexed by {(i, j): 1",;;; i «] « n}.
For X = (Xi)l c: Lp(lJ) (with the Xi not necessarily distinct), denote by Ox = Ox(p) the
point in ~m with coordinates,
(OX)ij = IIxi -xjIIP, 1",;;; i <j"';;; n,
and let Cp =Cp(n) be the set
{Ox:X=(xi)llies in some Lp-space}.
X and Ox will be called linear if X can be isometrically embedded in the real line.
Finally let Kp be the intersection of Cp with the hyperplane
2. A GENERAL UPPER BOUND FOR mp(n)
In this section we show that mp(n) is finite for all p and n.
PROPosmON 1. If l",;;;p "';;;00, n E I\J, n;;;:,::2 then mp(n)",;;;m= !n(n -1).
PROOF. We have noted that m",,(n) ",;;; n - 1, so assume p < 00. The set Cp is a cone:
we show that it is convex, i.e. that it is closed under addition. Recall that if A and B
are Banach spaces then (A Et> B)p is the Banach space obtained by defining the norm,
lI(a, b)1I = [IlaliP + IIbllP]llp
on the (vector) direct sum of A and B. If X = (Xi)l c: Lp(IJ), Y = (YiH c: Lp(v), then
define Z == (ziH by,
Zi= (Xi, Yi) E (Lp(lJ) Et> Lp(v))p-
Then Oz = Ox+ Oy and Z lies in an Lp-space.
Let L be the set of linear points of Kp- L is compact so that the closed convex hull of
L, conv(L) is equal to conv(L) c: Kp- We claim that Kp c: conv(L), so that in fact,
Kp =conv(L). For, any finite number of functions Xl> ... ,Xn in an Lp-space can be
uniformly approximated (in norm) by simple functions, and if S is a set of constancy of
all the simple functions, Yl> ... ,Yn in Lp(IJ), then the vector 0 with
Oij =LIYi - YjlP du
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is a linear point of Cpo Hence Kp =conv(L). Since Kp is an (m - Ij-dimensional convex
set, every point of Kp is a convex combination of at most m points of L, by
Caratheodory's theorem. But this is just the statement that every X with Ox E Kp can
be isometrically embedded in I';. Since Cp is a cone, we have the result. 0
Note that the proof shows that every extreme point of Kp is a linear point. It is clear
that any isometric embedding of X = (x;>7 c Lp(ll) into a finite-dimensional Ip-space,
f"lrresiJOfK,', to an expression for Ox E Cp as a sum of finitely many linear points of Cpo
3. A LOWER BOUND IN THE CASE 1 < P < 2
As mentioned above, !n(n -1) is the correct rate of growth of mp(n) as n_ oo, if
1~ p < 2. The cases p = 1 and 1 < P < 2 behave somewhat differently and will be
treated separately. From the viewpoint of the sets, Kp , this difference arises because
not all linear 0 E K 1 are extreme points of K 1 : indeed K 1 is a polytope. In each case
however, the argument will depend upon finding a face of Kp of (large) dimension, k,
containing only k + 1 linear points of Kp • In this situation, the centre of the face will
have an unique (up to the order of the terms) expression as a sum of linear points of
Cpo For 1 <p < 2 the construction is provided by the following inequality from [4].
THEOREM 2. If (x;)~ c Lp(Il), 1~ p ~ 2, then
2: Ilx; - xjll P ~ (n + 2P-l - 2) 2: IIx;II P .
i<j i
If 1 < p < 2, then there is equality in the above, if and only if for almost all w in the
measure space, there are integers r = r( w) and s = s( w), 1~ r < s ~ n such that:
xr(w) = -xs(w),
and
X;(w) = 0, if i =l=r, S.
We may now prove the aforementioned lower bound.
THEOREM 3.
for 1 < P < 2, n ~ 3.
PROOF. For n ~ 3, let k = (n 2 1) , and index the coordinates of I; by pairs
of integers, {(r,s): l~r<s~n-l}. Let X=(x;)l'c/;, where xn=O and for
1~ i ~ n -1, X; has coordinates,
{
I , if i = r,
(x;)rs = -1, if i =s,
0, otherwise.
To prove the theorem, we show that the set X cannot be isometrically embedded in an
Ip-space of dimension less than k.
For 1~ r < s ~ n - 1, denote by O(r, s) the point of Cp corresponding to the (r, s)
coordinate of X; i.e.
{
2 P
(O(T, '));j ~ ::'
0,
if i = rand j = s,
if i = rand j =1= s,
if i =l=r and j =s,
otherwise.
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By Theorem 2, given points Yl> . . . , Yn E Ip we have
n-1L IIY;-YjIlP~(n-I+2P-1-2) L IIY;-YnIl P,
1"';<j""n-1 ;=1
and there is equality if and only if for each coordinate, I , there are integers r = r(l) and
s =s(/) such that
and
y;(/) = Yn(l), if i '* r, s.
Equivalently (using the notation of Prop. 1), if ep: IRm~ IR is the linear functional
defined by:
n-1
ep(O) = L O;j - (n + 2P-1 - 3) L O;n
1" ;<j<n-1 ;=1
then ep(0) ~ 0, for all 0 E Cp , and the only linear points, 0, of Cp for which ep(0) = 0
are multiples of the O(r, s) defined above. Now clearly ep(Ox) = 0 and so in any
expression for Ox as a sum of linear points of Cp , each term must be a multiple of some
O(r, s). But suppose X can be embedded isometrically in 1;-1. Then Ox can be written
as a sum of at most k - 1 linear points of Cp and hence a positive combination of at
most k - 1 of the O(r, s). Say O(t, u) does not appear in this expression for Ox, for
some t and u with 1~ t < u ~ n - 1. Since Ox can also be written as the sum E O(r, s)
we have a linear combination
(*)
with Atu '* O. Consider the linear functional on IRm given by,
ep,u(0) = O,n + Oun - 0tu.
Then eptu( O(t, u) = 2 - 2P '* O- .But if (r, s) '* (t, u) then, without loss of generality,
u '* r, s which gives,
O(r, s)un = 0
O(r, s)'u= O(r, s )'n
and so eptu( O(r,s) = O. Applying ep,u to expression ( *) above thus gives (2 - 2P)A,u = 0
giving the desired contradiction. 0
4. BOUNDS FOR ml(n)
The next lemma contains the inequality which replaces Theorem 2, in the case p = 1.
Inequalities in L 1 , such as this, have been studied in some depth, most notably by
Assouad (see e.g. [2]). For convenience we provide a direct proof.
LEMMA 4. If n ;;;;. 4, (x;)~ c IR then
n-l n-1
L Ix; -Xjl + 2(n - 4) IXI -xnl ~2 L Ix; -xii + (n - 4) L IXi -xnl, (* *)
2";;;<j""n-1 i =2 i=2
with equality if and only if there are integers rand s, 2 ~ r < s ~ n - 1 such that
x, = Xs =Xl and X; = Xn for i,* 1, r, s.
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PROOF. Assume without loss of generality that XI :!S;xn. Suppose first that XI :!S;Xi:!S;
Xn for 2:!S;i:!S;n-1 and assume that X2:!S;X3:!S;" ':!S;Xn_I' Then it is routine to check
that
n-l n-I
22: lXi-xli + (n-4) 2: IXi-Xnl- 2: IXi-Xjl - 2(n-4)lxn- xll
2 2 2""i<j""'n-1
n-l
= 2: (Xi+l - xi)(i - 3)2~ 0,
i=l
with equality if and only if XI = X2 = X3 and X4 = Xs = ... = Xn -I = Xn.
Now for an arbitrary X2, "" Xn-I suppose that for some k, Xk < XI and let
tJ =Xl - xi: Then substituting the value of Xl for Xk in (*), decreases ~ IXi - xjl by at
most (n - 3) tJ while it decreases 2 ~ IXi - xII by 2 tJ and (n - 4) ~ IXi - xnl by (n - 4) tJ.
So (* *) is strictly sharpened. Similarly if Xk > Xn for some k we sharpen (* *) by
shifting this Xk to Xn.
So (* *) holds and is strict if any Xk lies outside [xv xn ] . This completes the proof.
The argument of Theorem 3 now yields the following lower bound for ml(n).
THEOREM 5.
( n -2)ml(n)~ 2 ' for n ~4.
PROOF. Let k = (ni 2 ) and index the coordinates of l~ by,
{(r, s): 2:!S;r<s:!S;n -I}.
Let X = (Xi)'; where
Xl = (0, 0, , 0),
Xn = (1, 1, , 1)
and for 2:!S; i e:n - 1, Xi has coordinates,
if i = r or i = s,
otherwise.
We shall show that the set X cannot be isometrically embedded in an lcspace of
dimension less than k.
Denote by OCr, s) the point of C I corresponding to the (r, s) coordinate of X; i.e .
( ( » _ {I, if {I , r, s} contains precisely one of i and j,Ors .. -
, 'J 0, otherwise.
Again using the notation of Proposition 1, define ljJ: ~m~ ~ by:
n-l n-I
ljJ(0) = 2: Oij + 2(n - 4)Oln - 2 L Oil - (n - 4) 2: 0in'
2""i<j""n-1 2 2
By Lemma 4, ljJ(u) :!S;°for all 0 E CI and the only linear 0 in CI for which ljJ( 0) = 0,
are multiples of the OCr, s) defined above. So again any expression for Ox as a sum of
linear points of C I involves only multiples of the OCr, s) and it only remains to show
that each must appear non-trivially. So for 2:!S; t < u :!S; n - 1, define the linear
functional ljJtu on ~ m by:
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Then <ptiO(t, u» =2 while if (r, s) =#= (t, u), <ptu(O(r, s) =0, since in this case at least
one of 0ln and Own is zero and the other is equal to Otu. Exactly as in the proof of
Theorem 3, these separating functionals show that Ox has an essentially unique
expression as a sum of linear points of CI> namely Ox = ~ O(r, s). 0
We conclude this section with some further remarks on ml(n). The preceding result
yields ml(4);;;o1 while it is clear that ml(4);;;oml(3);;;o2. In fact, ml(4) =moo(4) =2.
This has been demonstrated (separately) by Alon, Holstynski and Witsenhausen.
For n;;;O 5 we suggest that ml(n) = (n22 ) . In particular, ad hoc methods show that
ml(5) =3 and ml(6) =6.
5. THE FUNCTION moo(n)
Obtaining the exact value of moo(n) for large n appears to be difficult. However we
may show that
moo(n) = n - o(n) as n~oo.
A lower bound on moo(n) may be obtained by considering embeddings of certain
metric spaces arising from graphs. (For definitions see e.g. [5]). We recall here merely
the following definition and simple fact. A complete bipartite graph, H, is a graph
whose vertex set can be partitioned as V1 U V2 in such a way that for vertices x and y,
xy is an edge if and only if x and y lie in different members of the partition. Observe
that the 4-cycle, C4 , is a complete bipartite graph with two vertices in each class and
that every complete bipartite graph with at least two vertices in each class contains a
copy of C4•
Given a graph G with vertex set V = {xiH define a metric, d, on V by:
{
O' if i = j,
d(xi' Xj) = 1, if Xi and Xj are adjacent,
2, otherwise.
This metric has been used elsewhere (see e.g. Assouad and Deza [3]).
In the next lemma we observe the simple connection between the graph theoretic
properties of G and loo-embedding.
LEMMA 6. If the metric space, (G, d) obtained from G in the above way, can be
isometrically embedded in r: then the edges of the complementary graph, G, can be
covered by k complete bipartite subgraphs of G.
PROOF. Suppose (G, d) is isometrically embedded as {Xi}} in l~. For 1~ r ~ k let
a'r = SUPi(Xi)" and fJr = infi(xi)r and assume that for 1~ r ~ s (say), a'r - fJr = 2.
Let HI> ... , H, be the complete bipartite graphs obtained by taking the vertex sets
of H, to be
v;.1 = {Xi: (Xi)r = a'r}
Vrz = {Xi: (Xi)r = fJr}.
Each H, is a subgraph of G since if Xi E VrI> Xj E v;.2 then Ilxi - xjll = 2 and so Xi is
adjacent to Xj in G. The edges of G are covered by the H, since if x.x, is an edge, there
is an index r such that I(Xi)r) - (xj)rl =2.
Using Lemma 6 we may obtain the following bounds on moo(n).
Paoeosrrtox 7. There is aCE IR such that n - cn3/4 ~ moo(n) ~ n - 2 for all n.
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PROOF. The upper bound was obtained in [6] as mentioned before. It is a simple
consequence of the fact that moo(4) = 2 as follows. Given an n-point metric space
({x;}7, d), embed the subspace ({x;}1, d) isometrically into [;. By the non-linear
Hahn-Banach theorem (see e.g. [9]), this embedding extends to a contraction map
f: {x;}]'--+I;'. An isometric embedding, g, of {x;}7 into 1:,-2 can now be obtained by the
same method as that used to show moo(n) ::s:;; n - 1, namely define,
if k = 1 or k = 2,
if 3::s:;;k::S:;;n - 2.
For the lower bound we use the result of Alon [1], stating that the Ramsey number
R(C4, K S ) > as'", for some constant a> 0 and all sEN. (As usual K S is a complete
graph of order s.) So for n EN and s = r(n/a)3/41 there exists a graph Gn of order n
containing no complete graph of order s and whose complement contains no C4• Since
en contains no C4, its complete bipartite subgraphs are all such that one of the vertex
classes has size 1. To cover the vertices of en with r complete bipartite subgroups, we
thus need to find r vertices of en, so that each edge of en is incident with at least one
of these vertices. Since every set of s vertices of en spans at least one edge,
r;;:' n - (s - 1) = n - s + 1. So moo(n);;:. n - s + 1;;:. n - cn3/4 for a suitable c.
Lemma 6 cannot provide a better lower bound for moo(n) than n - c' log n for some
constant c', for it is easy to show that every graph of order n can be covered by this
number of complete bipartite subgraphs, using the fact that the Ramsey number
R(n)::S:;;4n•
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